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TANGENTIAL LIMITS OF STARLIKE UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS

J. B. TWOMEY

ABSTRACT. Let / be starlike univalent in the unit disc, let f > 1 and let K >

0. Then f(z) tends to a limit as z ^ eie inside {z: \eie -z\< K(l - \z\y^}

for every 6 in [0, 27r]. This result is sharp.

1. Introduction. We begin by defining certain subsets fi of the unit disc U =

{z: \z\ < 1} which make tangential contact with the boundary dll of the disc. Let

<p be a decreasing continuous function on [0,1] with c/>(l) = 0, for which

1 _ ■>•

0   as r —> 1.
<p(r)

Let K > 0, 6 G [0, 2tt] and set

Qi4>, 6, K) = {zG U: \e10 - z\ < K<p{r)},

where r = \z\. The region fi makes tangential contact with dU at el6; when

c6(r) = (1 -r2)1/2, for instance, fi(c/>, 6,1) is the disc with radius \ and centre \e%e.

We next note the following recent result of Nagel, Rudin and Shapiro for functions

in the Dirichlet space D, that is, the space of functions analytic in U for which

is finite.

Theorem A [7]. For 0 < r < 1, set

iz)\2 dxdy
lu

4>(r)= ilogT37J

and let f G D.   Then, for every K > 0, lim fiz) exists finitely as z —> el6 within

Qi4>,0,K) for almost all 6 in [0,2ir].

The class D contains all bounded univalent functions since, if / is univalent

(i.e. analytic and one-to-one in U), the integral (1.1) represents the area of /(Í7).

A standard argument now shows that the conclusion of Theorem A holds for all

univalent functions. For if / is univalent in U, /(£/) cannot be the entire complex

plane, so there is a point wn in the complement of f[U) and then, by a simple

argument [10, pp. 302-303], there is a number a such that

giz) = [ifiz)-wo)1'2 + a\-1
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is univalent and bounded in U. Then

fiz) = w0 + l-T^ -a\   ,        zGU,

and so, if g tends to a finite limit as z —> el6 within fi(c/>, 6,K), f does also, unless

the limit for g is zero. By a uniqueness theorem of F. and M. Riesz, this can happen

on dll only at a set of measure zero [5, p. 76]. The conclusion of Theorem A thus

holds for all univalent functions, as asserted.

Beurling [1] has shown that the exceptional set of points on dU at which a

function in D fails to have a finite angular limit is a set of logarithmic capacity zero

and in [7] further theorems are derived which 'interpolate' between this result and

Theorem A. Nagel et al. show, in fact, that for certain other kinds of exceptional

sets E—intermediate between sets of logarithmic capacity zero and measure zero—

and f G D, lim fiz) exists as z —> e%6 within fi(c>, 6, K) for every e10 G dU\E

where, this time, c6(r) = (1 — r)£,0<£<l, and e depends only on the size of the

exceptional set E. (See [7] for details.) All such results extend to the full class of

univalent functions.

In this note we are concerned mainly with the boundary behaviour of starlike

univalent functions. It is well known that such functions have radial (and hence

angular) limits, finite or infinite, at all points on dU (see, for example, [4]), but

we strengthen this result by showing that starlike univalent functions have certain

fixed tangential limits at all points on dU. We further show that our result is, in a

certain sense, best possible.

2. Statement of results. We say a function /: U —> C has a tangential

T^-limit at a point el8 on dU for 7 > 1 if there exists leCU {00} such that, for

every K > 0,

f{z)-+l    asz-*eie,        zGÜi(j),e,K),

where (¡>ir) = (1 - r)1^, 0 < r < 1. A function /, univalent in U, with /(0) = 0, is

said to be starlike univalent if /(t/) is starshaped with respect to 0, that is, fiU)

contains the line segment [0, w] whenever it contains w. We can now state our first

theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let f be starlike univalent in U. Then f has a ifinite or infinite)

T^-limit for every 7 > 1 at each fixed point on dU.

For starlike univalent functions, therefore, the existence of a radial limit at a

point implies the existence of all T^-limits, 7 > 1, at that point, and the question

arises whether this result holds generally for all univalent functions. The answer,

in fact, is known to be negative, even for the subclass C¿ of univalent functions /

for which /(£7) is convex in the direction of the imaginary axis. (A domain G is

convex in the direction of the imaginary axis if each line parallel to the imaginary

axis intersects G in one interval or not at all.) Indeed Gaier and Pommerenke

[3] have shown that if (z„) is any sequence of points in U such that zn —> 1 and

arg(z„ — 1) —+ 7r/2 (n —> 00), then there exists a bounded function / G Ci for which

the radial limit at z = 1 exists but /(z„) diverges.

Our second theorem shows that the conclusion of Theorem 1 is best possible as

regards the nature of the tangential limit that exists at each point on dU.
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THEOREM 2. Let r\ be a positive function defined on [0,1) for which ?y(r) —► 0

and r)ir) log(l/(l -r))-»oo as r —> 1~, and set

ip(r) = (1 - r)"(r), 0<r<l.

Let the arc T:  [0,1) —» U be defined by

r(r) = re^(r),        0 < r < 1.

TVien í/iere eiî'sts a bounded starlike function f which does not tend to a limit as

z —► 1 a/cmc; T.

It is a consequence of Theorem A, of course, that, for starlike univalent functions,

lim fiz) exists as z —*■ el$ within ÜÍ4>,9,K), with </>(r) = [-log(l - r)]_1, at all

points el6 on ¿JÍ7 except possibly for a set of 9 of measure zero. A further sharpening

of the conclusion of Theorem 1 is possible outside a set which is topologically small.

Indeed if / is starlike univalent, then, for all el6 G dU except possibly for a set of 9 of

first category, lim fiz) exists as z —► e%e in any way from inside U; this follows from

the Collingwood maximality theorem [2, p. 76] and the fact that starlike univalent

functions have radial limits at all points on dU. Conversely, given any set E C dU

of type Fa and of first category, there exists a bounded starlike function / such

that dU\E is precisely the set of points at which / possesses unrestricted limits.

This last result is easily established using the examples in [6, pp. 5-7].

3. Proof of Theorem 1. Let / be starlike univalent in U and suppose, without

loss of generality, that /'(0) = 1. Then, by the representation formula for starlike

univalent functions [9, p. 43],

(3.1) fiz) = zexp |1 ^2* log 1 _ le_üz cíF(¿)} ,        zGU,

where F is increasing on (-co, oo) and F(t) — t is periodic with period 27r. If we

normalise F to satisfy the condition

f27T

[Fit) -t]dt = 0,
10

then it follows easily from (3.1) (see [8, p. 210] for details) that

<**     il-r2)[Fit)-t]

fJo

(3.2) arg/(re*0) = 0+¿| dt,
-2rcos(é»-í)

for 0 < r < 1.

We now let 9q G [0,27r] and consider first the case where /(re*e°) = 0(1) as

r —♦ 1. Then F is continuous at on [4] and it follows from (3.2), by a classical result

[5, p. 11], that

arg f{z) -» F(0o)

as z —> zo = e%e° in any way from inside U. To complete the proof that / has a

finite T^-limit at zq for every 7 > 1, it is enough to show that, for each 7 > 1,

|/(2)| tends to a finite limit as z —> zq inside Q = fi(c/>,#o, 1) where, for 0 < r < 1,

4){r) = (1 - r)e, and e = I/7. First, by (3.1),

1    r2n

(3.3) log|/(rO| = _yo     lir,9-t)dFit),
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where /(r, x) = log{r/|l - relx\2}. Now lir, x) is an increasing function of r in (0,1)

for each fixed x, lir, x) > lir,tt) for x G [0, 2tt], and /(rzn) = 0(1) as r —> 1, so we

deduce from (3.3) and the monotone convergence theorem for integrals that

1   I2*
(3.4) log fizo) = lim log \f(rzo)\ = - /      log

r^1 I" Jo 2|sin(A(0o-i))|
dF{t)

is finite. Next we note that, by (3.3), for z = re™ G U

(3.5) log
firzo)

m
1       1   f2n Il-re¿(e_í)l

h _ rei(e0-t)\e

Now if x, y are real numbers satisfying \elx — re%v\ < (1 — r)e, then

(3.6) |l-reix| < 3|1 - reiy|£,        0 < r < 1.

For
2r1/2|sin(x/2)| < 2r1/2|sin(t//2)| + 2r1/2|sin((x - y)/2)|

< |l-re^| + (l-r)£ <2|l-reiy|£

and so

|1 - relx\2 = (1 - r)2 + 4rsin2(z/2) < 5)1 - rely\2e,

which clearly gives (3.6).  Hence, if z = re%e G fi, by (3.6), the integrand on the

right of (3.5) is bounded above by log 3 and below by

log{3-*|l - re«*»-*)r£} > -7log 3 - (7 - e) log —^-—
|sm(i(6»o-i))l

when r > 1/4. By the finiteness of the integral in (3.4) and the dominated conver-

gence theorem for integrals, it thus follows from (3.5) that, as z —> zq in fi,

(\ fir-yA   e        y       Ï 1      Í2*
log-

firzo)

m ^^I'logdl-e^-Qf-'ydFit),

that is, by (3.4),

elog|/(Zo)|-log|/(2)H(£-l)log|/(3r0)|.

Hence |/(«)| —> \fiza)\ as z —> zo in fi, as required.

Suppose finally that firzo) ^ 0(1), 20 = cl0°, as r —> 1 for on G [0,2ir], so that

|/(r2o)| —» 00 (r —> 1) by monotonicity. Let e, <p, fi be as above and suppose that

z = re%0 G fi. Then, by (3.6), the integral on the right of (3.5) is bounded above

by 2 log 3 and so

|/(^o)/r|£ < 9\f(z)/z\.

Hence fiz) —> 00 as z —> zo in fi and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.

4. Proof of Theorem 2. The examples we use to prove Theorem 2 are simple

adaptations of examples constructed in [6] and involve functions of the form

(4.1)

(4.2)

¡7(2) = z + ^2zngn(z),
1

gn{z) = 1 - (1 - z/znY"        in>l,zGU)
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where the zn are points on dU, (an) is a sequence of numbers in (0,1), and the

branch in (4.2) is chosen so that gn(0) = 0. A function of this type maps U onto

a domain consisting roughly of the disc U with narrow tooth-like extensions, of

approximate length 1, radiating outwards from the points zn- For use below we

note here that elementary calculations show there is a positive absolute constant

B such that, if 0 < 6n < \,

(4.3) \9niz)\ < -Banlog 6n   for \z - zn\ > 6n.

To construct the specific examples we require, we let the functions n and ip be

as in Theorem 2 and choose a sequence (rn) of numbers in (5/6,1), increasing to

1, such that

(4.4) Br)irn) > 6'"-1        (n > 1)

and

(4.5) 1/4 >9n = tp(rn) > 29n+i       in > 1).

For n > 1, let an be defined by

(4.6) (1 - rn)a- = 1/6

and let An denote the closed disc centered at zn = el9n with radius 6n = 6n/4.

With (an) and (z„) thus defined, we now suppose that g is defined by (4.1) and

(4.2). Then, by (4.3), (4.6) and (4.4), for z G ÏÏ\An and n > 1,

(4.7) \9niz)\<6BV(rn)<6~n

and so the series in (4.1) is uniformly bounded on U and converges uniformly on

compact subsets of U. Hence g is analytic and bounded on U.

Now let T be the curve defined in Theorem 2. Then since the closed discs A„

are disjoint, by (4.5), there are points on Y, arbitrarily close to 1, which lie in none

of the discs A„. At such points, by (4.1) and (4.7),

CO _

iff(*)i<i+5>"n = j|-

On the other hand, for n > 1, rnzn also lies on T and, by (4.1), (4.6) and (4.7),

\girnzn)\ ^r« + 1_g-]C \9kirnzn)\

>f-fS»--i-i>!.
°°      s  1

3    ¿-f 3     5     5

Hence g does not tend to a limit as z —* 1 along T.

It is easily verified that Re ç/(z) > 0 (2 G U) and so g is univalent in U, but

rather than attempt to prove that g is starlike univalent in U, we show instead that

it is a simple matter to construct from g a starlike function / with the properties

we require. For this purpose we normalise (if necessary) the function g so that it

satisfies c/(0) = 1 and set

(4.8) fiz) a 2 exp j /' g'^w ~ 1 dw\ ,       zGU.
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Then /(O) = 0 and

Reizf'iz)/fiz)) = Reg'iz)>0       izGU),

so [9, p. 42] / is starlike univalent in U. Taking logarithms in (4.8), and integrating

by parts, we obtain

(4.9) log M = Mzl + [' g(»)-" dw.
z z J0        w2

The second term on the right of (4.9) has a bounded derivative in U and conse-

quently has a continuous extension to the closed disc U. Hence, by (4.9), / is

bounded in U and does not tend to a limit as z —► 1 along T, since g does not. This

completes the proof of Theorem 2.

I wish to thank the referee for drawing my attention to reference [3].
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